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Introduction: The Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter 

Camera (LROC) consists of two imaging systems that 
provide synoptic and high resolution imaging of the 
lunar surface. The Wide Angle Camera (WAC) is a 
seven band (321 nm, 360 nm, 415 nm, 566 nm, 604 
nm, 643 nm, 689 nm) push frame imager with a 90° 
field of view in monochrome mode, and 60° field of 
view in color mode. From the nominal 50 km polar 
orbit, the WAC acquires images with a pixel scale of 
100 m for the visible filters (400 m pixel scale for the 
UV filters). The Narrow Angle Cameras (NACs) con-
sist of two line scan imagers that provide high resolu-
tion images at 0.5 to 2 m pixel scale with a combined 
field of view of 5.7° [1].  

Since entering orbit in June 2009, LROC Science 
Operations Center has released over 800,000 images. 
Subsets of these archived images have been used to 
derive a set of digital map products and image mosaics 
(Table 1). These reduced data record (RDR) products 
are publically released through NASA’s Planetary Da-
ta System (PDS) to aid scientists and engineers in 
planning future lunar missions and addressing key sci-
ence questions. The RDRs can be accessed from the 
LROC WMS server via http://wms.lroc.asu.edu/lroc or 
downloaded via http://lroc.sese.asu.edu/data. 

 

RDR Product 
Number of 
Products 

Number of 
Files 

WAC Global Basemap 1 108 
WAC DEM 1 35 

WAC Color Shaded 
Relief 1 88 

WAC Polar Movies 2 7389 
NAC Polar Mosaics 2 48 

NAC Region of Interest 63 63 
NAC DEMs 99 944 

TOTAL PRODUCTS 173 8653 
Table 1: Number of products and product files current-
ly archived for each product type. 
 

Wide Angle Camera RDR Products: The WAC 
images nearly the entire Moon each month, thus cap-
turing the lunar surface under a variety of lighting con-
ditions over time. These images are used to create 
global mosaics, a near global digital terrain model, and 
polar illumination movie sequences. 

Global Basemap. The current WAC global mosaic 
is a monochrome product comprised of over 15,000 
images acquired between November 2009 and Febru-
ary 2011. The equatorial images were map projected 

onto the GLD100 (WAC-derived 100 m/pixel DEM) 
while polar images were map projected on the Lunar 
Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) shape model [2,3]. 

The WAC global mosaic is archived in ten regional 
tiles at three different pixel scales (100 meters per pix-
el (mpp), 256 pixels per degree (ppd), and 128 ppd) to 
better serve the lunar science community. Eight tiles 
are equirectangular projections that encompass 60° 
latitude by 90° longitude. In addition, two polar stere-
ographic projections are available for the poles from 
60° to 90° north and south, respectively. 

Digital Elevation Model. In the 50 km polar orbit, 
WAC observations offer substantial (42% at the equa-
tor) across-track stereo with images acquired from 
adjacent orbits. A total of ~69,000 stereo models 
(providing about 100.2 billion points) acquired during 
the one-year nominal mission and the first months of 
the science mission phase are combined into a near-
global digital terrain model that covers from 79°S to 
79°N and is sampled at 100 m/pix scale. It is not pos-
sible to create a complete WAC stereo map at the poles 
due to the low convergence angle and permanent shad-
ow.  

This product, known as the GLD100 [2], is availa-
ble in the original 100 mpp scale in ten tiles (identical 
to the tiles in the WAC Global Basemap). It is also 
available in the same tiling scheme for scales of 256 
ppd and 128 ppd. Since the LRO orbits converge at the 
poles, LOLA provides a very high resolution topo-
graphic model of the poles [3-5]. For the 256 ppd and 
lower resolution formats, the LOLA polar data fills in 
the DEM above and below 79° N and 79° S, respec-
tively. 

Shaded relief images were created from the 
GLD100 by illuminating the surface from a given Sun 
direction and elevation above the horizon. To convey 
an absolute sense of height, the resulting shaded relief 
gray scale pixels were painted with colors that repre-
sent the elevation relative to the mean lunar radius. 
The GLD100 Color Shaded Relief maps are available 
at 128 ppd in the same tiled format as the GLD100, 
and as global files at lesser resolutions. All of the Col-
or Shaded Relief products are available with and with-
out latitude and longitude grids (10° increments). 

Polar Illumination Movies. One of the primary sci-
entific objectives of LROC is to unambiguously identi-
fy the regions of permanent shadow and near perma-
nent illumination at the poles [6]. With the 90° field of 
view (in monochrome mode), the WAC provides im-
ages with repeat spatial coverage around both lunar 
poles, which enable the visualization of how the light-
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ing conditions change over a lunar year. Since the start 
of the nominal mission, LROC has acquired over 
30,000 WAC images of the polar regions. These imag-
es are compiled into year-long illumination movies 
with time steps between each frame ranging from 2-4 
hours [6].  

Narrow Angle Camera RDR Products: NAC im-
ages have been used to create high resolution (0.5 to 2 
mpp) polar and regional mosaics and digital terrain 
models.  

NAC Polar Mosaics. The polar regions are most il-
luminated at their respective summer solstice. Thus, a 
mosaicking campaign was executed for each pole cen-
tered on the respective summer solstice (2010-07-23 
through 2010-12-11 for the south pole and 2010-01-18 
through 2010-06-07 for the north pole). Each uncon-
trolled polar mosaic has a latitude range of 90° to 85.5° 
(N or S) and is stored as 24 polar stereographic map 
tiles. The tiles are in three 1.5° latitudinal bands radiat-
ing from the pole. There are four tiles in the first, eight 
in the second, and twelve in the third band for each 
polar mosaic. NAC images were map projected onto 
the LOLA polar 5 m/pix DEM using the LOLA cross-
over ephemeris at a pixel scale of 2 m [2,7].  

Collar Mosaics. Eight mosaics comprised of con-
tinuous coverage of defined latitude bands between 
60°N and 85°N are being produced for release to the 
PDS archive in spring 2013. The bands have a latitude 
range of 1° to 3°. They will be archived in tiles at 2 
mpp as well as in lower resolutions.  

Regions of Interest Mosaics. High resolution (0.5 
and 2.0 mpp) mosaics are also created for other regions 
of interest across the Moon. Images acquired over 
many orbits and multiple months can be mosaicked to 
create local area maps. NAC images acquired under 
similar lighting conditions (e.g. high sun/low sun) were 
map-projected using the GLD100 and LOLA derived 
crossover corrected ephemeris [2,7]. In some cases, 
images with similar incidence angles have opposite 
solar azimuth angles (east and west). A local semi-
controlled network was then generated to align images 
into large mosaics of the region.  

NAC featured mosaics have also been archived as 
ROIs and are comprised of NAC pairs acquired in con-
secutive orbits to provide complete coverage of a re-
gion of interest (Figure 1). The images are registered 
to one another and then bundle adjusted using the 
USGS Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrome-
ters (ISIS) [8]. Images are then map projected using 
the GLD100 and LOLA derived crossover corrected 
ephemeris [2,7].  

The NAC region of interest mosaics are available 
in both PDS image format and pyramidal tiff format. 
Because full resolution NAC mosaics would exceed 
the maximum tiff file size in most cases, the pyramidal 

tiffs are down-sampled by approximately a factor of 
four to 2 mpp or 8 mpp.  

 

 
Figure 1: Controlled NAC featured mosaic of Aristar-
chus Crater at low sun. 
 

Digital Elevation Models (DEM). NAC DEMs 
have been created from geometric stereo pairs using a 
combination of ISIS and SOCET SET from BAE Sys-
tems[9,10]. Although the NAC was not designed for 
stereo imaging, the spacecraft can roll off nadir and 
acquire stereo observations with nearly invariant light-
ing conditions.  

From the final DEM, the following derived prod-
ucts are archived: orthorectified images, shaded relief 
image, color shaded relief image, color slope map, and 
confidence map. The orthorectified images and confi-
dence map are archived as standard PDS products. 
Orthorectified images are available in both the resolu-
tion of the DEM and the resolution of the original im-
ages. The shaded relief, color shaded relief, color slope 
map and DEM are in GeoTIFF format. 
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